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                                                3-TE

                                                                roman square

 -    4mg (2+2) 11:30AM=[0:00] (12/21/81) ATS 2mg n.e    mescaline    x5   3-TM
      +2mg [1:10]; [2:10] trace aware? no. n.e.           300-500   ────>  6-100

 -    6mg 1:35PM 12/22/81 AP [0:00] n.e                        x8

 -    11mg 12;45PM=[0:00] 12/23/81 ATS [2:00] a          escaline          3-TE
      paraesthetic twinge - that's all. [3:00] slight      40-60          "10mg"
      prime? [5:00] nothing. ± or - ? (-).                                 (x40)

 -    16mg 8:35AM=[0:00] 12/25/81 ATS. A twinge a [3]. That's all. -

 ±    25mg 10:23AM=[0:00] 12/27/81 ATS [:35] something? [1:30] feeling of being
      poisoned- not really baseline - call ± [2:] slightly primed - barely ± [4]
      maybe not quite (-) yet.

 ±    40mg 11:20AM=[0:00] 1/6/82 ATS [:40] aware? [1:] aware a bit more? [1:30]
      still bare threshold - something real - wish it were more [2:00] maybe +?,
      no ± primed for something - on launching pad, no rocket to use. [3] the ±
      going [4] gone. overall ± is fair.

 ++   60mg 2:20PM=[0:00] 3/6/82 ATS at [1:00] certainly something going on -
      [1:30] v.randy - at a beautiful +; [:40] I would be most willing to push this 
      somewhat [2:15] there may well be time slowing (voices drop on radio?) and
      likely fantasy to music - at ++ [3] still ++ - some difficulties in creating
      a good interactions for Walt's birthday - a bit of problem in phone talk to
      C.Burke [4:30] to a +. little effect from evening wine.
                                                             however,
 ++.5 80mg 6:50PM=[0:00] 3/18/82 ATS, AP ≡. Some          another roman square!
      awareness. [:35] [1:00] at or above +; [1:15]
      to a ++ - some time slowing? much body. [1:20]    thio mescaline ÷3  3-thio
      living room - art interpretation - see AP's         20-30          mescaline
      report. [2:00] bed room - easy erotic, easy
      visualizations to music - touches of the true           x1
      "psychedelic" rather than just "stoned." Body
      higher than mind, but mind makes it OK. - worth   thio escaline       3TE
      the cost. [5:00] still >++ [3:00] perhaps           20-30          "50-100"
      dropping [9:00] sleep OK, but strange and not
      restful sleep - AM - up at [14] residue? Put at ++.5. AP higher.
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